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PROCUREMENT AND COMMERCIAL STRATEGIST (MCIPS and LLB) (REF: JB/0358) 
(Desired Remuneration R1.8m negotiable) 
This senior candidate (white male) is a driven Procurement and Commercial Strategist, offering 
15+ years’ experience in improving systems and operations efficiency for major blue-chip 
organisations; he presents a portfolio of constant career growth and dedication, bolstered by 
valuable insight and first-hand knowledge of Centralised Purchasing, contractual- and strategic 
procurement, and positive stakeholder liaison/negotiation. As the former national Commodity 
Manager for a large mining group, he held vital leadership responsibility as well as strategic 
development, direction and execution authority over the organisation’s MRO, Engineering 
Spares’ and Services Procurement Plan.  He is a qualified and former practicing Attorney at law, 
and is no stranger to the public podium, and has been invited on numerous occasions to share 
his industry insight and achievements as Speaker and Workshop Facilitator at national and 
global conferences.  This candidate is a dynamic, results-driven individual who exercises a 
forward-thinking philosophy to strengthen strategic partnerships and supply chains. Motivated 
to accept a new challenge, he seeks a position of increased responsibility where he can best 
contribute his strategic, commercial, team-playing and problem solving business acumen 
 
PROCUREMENT - SUPPLY CHAIN - LOGISTICS EXECUTIVE (REF: JB/0359) 
(Desired Remuneration R1.5m up and negotiable) 
This candidate (black female) is a versatile, detail-orientated professional, who has over 15 
years’ experience of improving operational efficiency, effectiveness and profitability in a range 
of sectors. She holds a BSc (Honours) in Industrial Information Technology together with 
postgraduate studies in Logistics and Distributions and is currently busy with her Executive MBA 
though the University of Cape Town.   Besides that, she has a BTech and Diplomas in Business 
and Finance.  With an exceptional track record encompassing Procurement, Logistics 
Optimisation and Vendor Management, she takes full entrepreneurial ownership of every role. 
A flexible, creative problem-solver with strong organisational skills who thrives under pressure 
and enjoys a challenge.  This candidate adeptly leverages on solid business acumen, has keen 
strategic insight and comprehensive functional proficiency to provide new perspective, catalyse 
change, and create long-term value 
 
SALES AND ACCOUNT MANAGER (REF: WC/0360) 
(R1.2 MILLION CTC p.a.  + commission) 
This white male started his career in the Solar Industry predominantly in South Africa and was 
one of the first Consultants that secured the companies first B2C rooftop installation and 
further went on to sign notable B2C projects whilst laying foundations through negotiations for 
several B2B projects. He has a great passion for the industry which has given him the 
opportunity to work locally and internationally and gained valuable experience in presenting, 
negotiating and maintaining relationships across the board. As a diligent and driven individual, 
he is very motivated to take on any challenge and to go the extra mile 
 
SUPPLY CHAIN CONSULTANT (REF: JB/0361) 
(Desired Remuneration: R780k p.a. negotiable) 
This candidate (black male) is an extremely bright and enthusiastic young man who holds a 
BCom (Marketing Management) and a BCom (Honours) in Logistics Management and is 
currently studying for an MComm in Supply Chain Management at the University of Pretoria.   



He is a certified SCOR professional through the Supply Chain Council and has been in both 
operational and management consultancy type roles.   He is looking for a new challenge in a 
company where he can really grow the skills he has gained over the years – interest would lie in 
the supply chain design and optimisation direction but he is not restricted to that 
 
WAREHOUSE PHARMACIST - QUALITY ASSURANCE PHARMACIST (REF: MP/0362) 
(R650 000 CTC p.a.)       
This White female has obtained her Bachelor of Pharmacy through University of Potchefstroom 
for CHE (North West University) and completed her BSc Honours Pharmacology through 
University of Potchefstroom for CHE (North West University). She is an experienced Pharmacist 
who can work under pressure and takes prompt action to accomplish objectives. She has an eye 
for detail, is a great team player and can motivate and control staff effectively. She is organised 
and has a reputation for getting things done on time and in line with deadlines 
 
MARKETING CONSULTANT (REF: JB/0363) 
(Desired Remuneration R36 - R40kpm) 
This young candidate (black male) holds a BCom degree in Marketing and is currently in a role 
which involves both sales and marketing.   He would like to move into a pure marketing role if 
possible where he can best put his studies to use.  He is an assertive, self-motivated and 
tenacious individual with great time management and excellent communication skills.   He also 
has very strong client / customer relationship and research abilities which he developed while 
working for Discovery in a junior team leader role.   He has received several awards during his 
working career as acknowledgement for the ability and willingness to go the extra mile 
 
LOGISTICS COORDINATOR (REF: MP/0364)                                                                                       
(R420 000 CTC p. a.)       
This White female has completed her (NQF 6) Programme Purchasing and Supply Chain 
Management through the University of South Africa. She is a well-spoken, assertive candidate. 
She believes that her strengths include her ability to “get on well with all people”; she has a 
high tolerance for stress and is very eager to learn and grow her career 
 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT EXECUTIVE (REF: WC/0365) 
(R35 000 CTC p.m. + commission) 
This white male is a strong, well spoken, extremely driven and motivated sales professional. He 
has confidently grown his career at each organisation where he has worked. He has solid 
experience in courier, freight, logistics, tooling, installations and fitness. His greatest passion is 
his clients and being able to provide a solution that best meets his client’s needs. He has 
successfully been the top Sales Consultant for three years in a row across the whole of Africa 
and is very proud to have many accolades, awards and incentives behind his name that includes 
excellent commission pay-outs and overseas trips. His skills include preparing presentations and 
the delivery to heads of Corporates, from Logistics and Operations Managers to CEO, CFO, COO, 
MD etc. Due to a restraint of trade, he is open and willing to explore opportunities within the 
medical, pharmaceutical, industrial, construction and health and nutrition sectors 
 
DEMAND PLANNER - DEMAND AND SALES PLANNER - DEMAND AND SUPPLY PLANNER 
(REF: MP/0366) (R420 000 CTC p. a.)       
This Black male has completed his National Diploma in Logistics Management (NQF 6) and his B 
Tech in Logistics Management (NQF 7) through the University of Johannesburg. He pulls the 
sales history, analyses the information, and then he does monthly production and sales 
forecasting to a 24-month horizon. Thereafter he discusses with sales heads and the 
Procurement Manager for consensus. He has full involvement on the demand plan. He would 



like to establish himself in a dynamic environment where his extensive learning and experience 
in supply chain management can be fully utilised. He is very passionate about Supply Chain, 
Business strategy and transformations, and he is open to various areas in this field which could 
enhance his skillset to further his career 
 
IMPORTS DEMAND PLANNER - DEMAND AND SUPPLY PLANNER (REF: MP/0367) 
(R400 000 CTC p. a.)       
This White female has completed her Diploma in Logistics and Supply Chain Management 
through Intec College. She is mature in her approach to her work and efficiently manages all 
tasks that are given to her. In her current company their Import lines are forecast approximately 
4 months in advance, depending on shipping constraints etc. When looking back at historical 
data, she can go back as far as SAP BW allows.  However, in terms of relevant information, she 
likes to compare periods that fall within the same time of year. The company’s business has big 
fluctuations due to seasonality and not factoring that into a forecast could have a massively 
negative impact. She is also responsible for products reaching their Shelf Life Expiration Dates in 
store and works closely with the Buyers on determining an efficient exit strategy to minimize 
waste 
 
JUNIOR COMMODITY SPECIALIST (CATEGORY MANAGEMENT) / PLANNING AND ANALYSIS 
(REF: JB/0368) (Desired Remuneration R400k p.a.) 
A very motivated graduate (black male) with BCom Financial Accountancy (busy with his 
honours) currently working with a leading mining company in the role of Commodity Specialist 
and has been working since 2014.   Would be keen to enter other areas as well such as planning 
and analysis and possibly use his qualification in a more fitting role 
 
PRODUCT TRAINER - PRODUCT MANAGEMENT - SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT (JUNIOR)  
(REF: MP/0369) (R400 000 CTC p.a.)       
This Black male is a very well presented candidate with a friendly nature, good communication 
skills and a born trainer. At the start of his career he attended a course and shortly after 
completion, he was offered a contract as a Trainer. Thereafter he worked in a call centre, and 
within a short space of time, he was promoted to a Quality Assurer position, which also involved 
vigorous training. From 2010 to present, he has been a full-time Product and Technical capacity 
in the telecommunication industry. His relevant experience includes Product, Technical and 
Systems Training. His role as a Trainer did not only afforded him the opportunity to interact and 
work very closely with various stakeholders in the business however it also helps him to learn 
and enhance his skills. He has excellent industry knowledge which in time has seen him play an 
active role as a Solutions Architect involved in Solution Selling, Design and Development. His 
tenacious nature and his ability to engage with Stakeholders at various levels in business have 
helped him position himself as a Consultant to all the above-mentioned Business Units 
 
PROCUREMENT / LOGISTICS (REF: JB/0370) 
(Desired Remuneration: R325 - R350k p.a. negotiable) 
This candidate (SA Indian female) holds a BCom (Honours) in Supply Chain Management and 
has experience in implementing Supply Chain Strategies locally and internationally with 
experience in Purchasing, Sourcing and Supply Chain Management, as well as storage and 
Inventory Management.  Her current role is that of a Project Buyer together with logistics and 
fleet management.   Prior to that she was a Logistics and Procurement Officer working indirectly 
at Kusile power station.   She is wanting to grow her career further in procurement and would 
like to join a company where she can use the skills already gained through her work experience 
as well as her studies 
 



JUNIOR WAREHOUSE AND LOGISTICS MANAGER (REF: JB/0371) 
(Desired Remuneration R350k p.a. plus) 
This young man holds a BCom in Marketing and Logistics and is currently in charge of a 
warehouse (approximately 400 sq metres) for a company who does BL marketing.  He currently 
handles all the communication with 3PL suppliers and is in charge of despatch, handles all 
inventory (different campaigns etc.), as well as the financial management such as invoicing (cost 
savings exercises, basic procurement, and continuous improvement on the spend matters.  He 
is looking for a role with more responsibility to enable him to grow his career moving forward 
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